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Abstract-This paper introduces aa intriguing topic in image processing where accuracy of images 
even in details is important and adopts an intriguing methodology dealing with discrete topics by 
continuous mathematics and numerical approximation. The key idea is that a pixel of images at 
different levels can be quantified by a greyness value, which can then be regarded as the mean 
of an integral of continuous functions over a certain region, and evaluated by numerical integration 
approximately. However, contrasted to the traditional integration, the integrand has different smooth 
nature in different subregions due to piecewise interpolation and approximation. New treatments of 
approximate integration and new discrete algorithms of images have been developed. 
The cycle conversion T-‘T of image transformations is said if an image is distorted by a transfor- 
mation T and then restored back to itself by the inverse transformation T-‘. Combined algorithms 
of discrete techniques proposed in [l-3] only have the convergence rates 0(1/N) and 0(l/N2) of 
sequential greyness errors, where N is the division number for a pixel split into N2 subpixels. This 
paper reports new combination algorithms using spline functions to achieve the high convergence 
rates 0( 1/N3) and 0( l/N*) of digital image transformations under the cycle conversion. Both error 
analysis and numerical experiments have been provided to verify the high convergence rates. High 
convergence rates of discrete algorithms are important in saving CPU time, particularly to multi- 
greyness images. Moreover, the computational figures for real images of 256 x 256 with 256 greyness 
levels, in which N = 2 is good enough for practical requirements, display validity, and effectiveness 
of the new algorithms in this paper. @ 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords-Numerical integration, Spline function, Convergence rates, Image transformation, 
Splitting-integration method, Image processing, Computer version, Pattern recognition. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper introduces an intriguing topic in image processing where accuracy of images even in 
details is crucial, contrasted to image condensing where saving computer storage is important. 
Usually, the approaches studying the discrete and continuous topics are quite different due to 
different natures, such as those in discrete and analytic mathematics. This paper adopts an 
intriguing methodology dealing with discrete images by integrals and their numerical approxi- 
mation. The key idea is as follows. An image consists of many discrete pixels with greyness at 
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different levels, which can be quantified by greyness values. The greyness values at a pixel can 
also be represented by an integral as the mean of continuous greyness functions over a small pixel 
region. Based on such an idea, the discrete images can be produced by numerical techniques. 
However, the integrand from images transformation has different regularities that are different 
from the conventional numerical integration. Therefore, renovation of the existing integration 
rules is necessary, to lead to new discrete algorithms of images. In our past research on image 
transformations in [l-6], the study on discrete algorithms are, indeed, the study of numerical 
integration for the special integrands without uniform smoothness. 
Let an image ti in two dimensions be given, and consider 
(1.1) 
where T is a nonlinear transformation 
T : CC, rl) - (5, YL 2 = a 11L !I = ?A& 17)7 (1.2) 
T--l : (T Y) - CC, 4, E = E(G3/L ‘1= rl(GY). (1.3) 
We assume that the functions z(<,q), y(<,q), J(z, y), and ~(z, y) are known and e@icit. The 
composite transformation (1.1) is called a cycle conversion T -‘T. Since T-IT= I where I is the 
unit transformation, we can perform (1.1) to compute the true restoration errors and to test the 
proposed algorithms. 
We will apply numerical approaches for (1.1) : 
with the schematic steps illustrated in Figure 1. We present in [l] the combination CSIM that uses 
the splitting-shooting method (simply called SSM) in Step 3 in Figure 1 for T, and the splitting 
integrating method (SIM) in Step 7 for T-l. CSIM does not require solutions of nonlinear 










Figure 1. Schematic steps of numerical methods for image transformations T-lT. 
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In the splitting process, a pixel is split into N2 subpixels, and the restored greyness of pixels 
under T-lT by CSIM has only order 0(1/N) of convergence rates (see [1,2]). Low convergence 
rates imply that a large N is needed for a certain accuracy of pixel greyness. Hence, it is 
important to develop new algorithms with high convergence rates. We shall use the combination 
CIIM by using SIM for both Steps 3 and 7, i.e., by replacing the splitting-shooting method 
by the splitting-integrating method in Figure 1. Furthermore, the convergence rates 0(l/N2) 
can be obtained if using piecewise bilinear interpolation (see [3]). In this paper, we shall apply 
both spline interpolation and spline approximation to implement CIIM in order to raise the 
convergence rates of sequential greyness errors to orders 0( 1/N3) and 0( 1/N4)! 
Figure 1 and equation (1.4) also reveal how to apply numerical methods and numerical analysis 
to discrete topics effectively. Although our research process looks past a long, cycle road, from the 
discrete to the continuous, and then from the continuous back to the discrete, our destination, 
new discrete algorithms developed are more efficient than the existing techniques in [7-111 to 
provide more accurate images. This paper can be regarded as one of numerical analysis if the 
terminologies, “pixel” and “greyness” (or “greyness value”) are replaced by “point” and “value”. 
Consequently, this paper also demonstrates an excellent example for numerical methods applied 
to image processing. Many interesting applications of our discrete algorithms can be found in [6]. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3, we present SIM for T-’ of images with 
spline functions, apply SIM for T, and then form the combination CIIM for T-lT. In Section 4, 
error bounds and convergence rates are derived for SIM and CIIM. In the last section, numerical 
and graphical experiments are conducted to verify the theoretical results obtained. Some real 
images of 256 x 256 pixels with 256 greyness levels display significance of the new algorithms 
proposed in this paper. 
2. SPLITTING-INTEGRATING METHOD 
FOR IMAGES UNDER T-l 
In this section, let 2 be given; we restore 2 to its standard I&’ : 2 2 I@, where inverse 
transformation T-’ is expressed by (1.3). Denote the images 2 = {~IJ} and I@ = {I/irij}, 
where the pixels 21.1 and I@ij are located at points (I, J) and (i,j) in the Cartesian coordinates 
systems zoy and toll, respectively, 
(1, J) = {(z, Y), 2 = IH, Y = JH), (Cj) = M?), < = iH, rl = jH1, (2.1) 
and H is the mesh resolution of the optical scanner. 
Since a pixel .$?‘IJ is related to a greyness BIJ (see Figure l), a greyness function b(z, y) can 
be constructed in Step 6, and the original greyness function $(x, Y) is then obtained, 
$(E, 11) = b(s(& 17)> Y(lV 77)). (2.2) 
Moreover, the pixel greyness @ij can be regarded as the mean greyness of +(<, q) over the pixel 
region I&, 
where 
q ij = 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
Note that (2.3) is a key idea, by which discrete images are regarded as integrals. Therefore, we 
are able to develop new discrete algorithms by numerical approximation and to evaluate greyness 
errors by numerical analysis. It is worth pointing out that no solutions of nonlinear equations 
are involved in (2.3) to normalize pixel greyness under nonlinear transformations. 
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2.1. Discretization 
In Step 5, let Gk (k = 1,2,. . . , q) denote the kth level in a q-greyness-system, where Gi and G, 
are the whiteness and the darkness. Then the greyness BIJ can be converted from the given 
pb& 21 J by 
BI J = s, if $ J = ‘*', with Gk, 1 5 k 5 q. (2.5) 
Suppose that after Steps 6 and 7, the greyness 6ij has been obtained. Then a restored image eij 
can be converted in Step 8 by 
‘*’ at G,, 
1 
if Qij 2 1 - - 
2(q - 1) ’ 
tiij = ‘*’ at Gk, if 
k - (l/2) < @, < k + (l/2) 
q-I - 2J q-l ’ 
k=2,3 ,..., q-l, (2.6) 
1 
if Qij < -. 
2(q - 1) 
Equations (2.5) and (2.6) play a role in linking images and discrete values; the latter is transformed 
to continuous functions by integration and approximation in the next section. 
2.2. Interpolatory and Approximate Functions 
In Steps 2 and 6, we shall adopt four kinds of piecewise polynomial functions with order 
/J = 2,3 based on the values BI J. Since the image pixels are uniformly distributed on (I, J), we 
may compute the derivatives on (I, J), 
PIJ = 2 (XI, YJ) , qIJ = t$ (zI,!/J) I tIJ = & (XI, YJ) . (2.7) 
Define a 4 x 4 matrix 
BIJ BI+l J QIJ qI+l J 
D= BIJ+~ BI,~ J+l qIJ+l qI+l J+l 
PIJ PI+1 J tIJ 1 tI+lJ * W3) PI J+l PI+1 J+l tI J+l tI+l J+l 
1. The biquadratic spline &(z, y) can be expressed by 
h(z, Y) = (x - x1)2 A2 DA; (Y - YJ): , in q IJ, (2.9) 




A2 = ; -2” ; i 
3 
H2 H2 2H2H 1 (2.10) 
and 
H<x< I+: H, 
q IJ = 
( 2) 
H<y< (J+i) H. 
2. The bicubic spline function &s (5, y) is given by 









(GY), IH Ix < (I+ l)H, 
JH 5 y< (J+l)H. 
(2.14) 
The derivative ply is governed by the following linear algebraic system (see [lo]): 
PI-1 J + QPIJ + PI+1 J = 2 PI+1 J - BI-1 Jl , 1=1,2 )..., K, (2.15) 
where 
a2 = 6, b2 = 4, as p = 2, as=4, b3=3, asp=3. (2.16) 
Since the image W can be enlarged by whiteness pixels, we may simply assume the natural 
boundary condition po J = p~+r J = 0, V J. The above linear system is stable due to the 
dominant diagonals CQ > 2. Then the derivatives PI J can easily be solved. 
Similarly, we obtain 
where (x - xr)s = (1,~ - IH, (z - IH)2, (X - IH)3), 
-1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
A3 = -3 3 -2 -1 --- 
3 H2 H H 
2 -2 2 1 
-H3 H3 H2 H2- 
9rJ-1+a,plJ+qrJ+1=~(BIJ+l-BIJ-l)r J=1,2 ,..., L, VI, (2.17) 
where qI o = qr L+l = 0 and 
b, 
t1 J-l + %tIJ + t1 J+l = ~[PI J+l - PI J-l]r J=1,2 ,..., L, VI, (2.18) 
where tro = tI L+I = 0. Therefore, the derivatives 41 J and tI J can also be obtained 
from (2.17) and (2.18), respectively. 
Piecewise biquadratic B-spline approximation (,u = 2) are 





x~-~/~ = I-f H, 
( > 
The vector and matrix are 
F(t) = (.fo(t), h(t), fz(t))T 7 









fo(Q = a(t - u2, jr(t) = f (-2t2 + 2t + 1) ) f2(4 = ;: (2.22) 
BI-1 J-l BIJ-1 BI+l J-l 
B2 = BI-1 J BIJ BI+~J . 1 (2.23) BI-1 J+l BIJ+I BI+I J+l 
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4. Piecewise bicubic B-spline approximation (/A = 3) is 
63b,y) = [G (tz)lT B3G (4,) 7 (2.24) 
where 
x - XI 
t, = - t =y---J 
H’ ’ H’ 
xI = IH, YJ = JH. (2.25) 
The vector is 
G(t) = {90(t), 91(t), 92(t), &)]T 1 (2.26) 
with the components 
go(t) = f (-t3 + 3t2 - 3t + 1) ) gl(t)=$3t3-2t2+4), 
92(t) = ; (-3t3 + 2t2 + 3t + 1) ) 93(t) = $3, 
(2.27) 
and the matrix 
BI-1 J-l BI J-l BI+l J-l B1+2 J+l 
BIJ BI+~ J B1+2 J 
Br ~+l BI+~ J+l B1+2 J+l 
BI J+2 BI+~ J+2 B1+2 J+2 
2.3. Numerical Integration 
Denote the greyness 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
where C$ = i,, or $J = bp. We employ Simpson’s rule to evaluate the greyness (2.29). Let N be 
even and q i.j be split into N2/4 subregions fiij,ke with the boundary length 2h, 
H+2(k-l)h<c< 
Qj,M = (2.30) 
H + 2(C - 1)h I 7 < 
where h = H/N. Then q ij = U$f,6ij,ke. Simpson’s rule for integration is given by [13,14] 
ss 




=- g { &‘;j + q$;,‘;j + &‘;j + &;,‘;j + 4 (@,‘;j + &‘;; + &‘;j + &‘;j) + 16&,‘;;} , 
where 4f$ = +(<i,sk+r, nj,ze+t), &,e = iH + eh, and qj,k = jH + kh. The evaluation of @ij can 
be visualized as the splitting and integrating processes. That is why this algorithm is called the 
splitting-integrating method (simply written as SIM). 
3. APPLICATION OF SIM TO T-lT OF IMAGES 
Let a standard image {l@~} be given; the pixel greyness in the q-grey-system can be converted 
by 
Qij = z, if Wij = ‘*‘, with Gk, 1 5 k 5 4. (3.1) 
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We also assume that the inverse functions in (1.3) can be obtained explicitly by some numerical 
methods, such as the Newton iteration method. Denote the greyness as 
and 
BIMJ = L 
H2 I.. q IJ b(x, y) dx dy = & II q ,J +(C(x, Y>, v(x, Y)> dx 4/ 
^ 1 
BIJ = ~2 &, Y) da: dy, 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
where 6(x, y) = 4, or 6(x, y) = 4,. The functions 4, and 4, are the piecewise interpolatory and 
approximate functions with order p, which can be obtained from Section 2.2, similarly. Finally, 
to perform (l.l), the combination CIIM is formed by applying SIM to both Steps 3 and 7. 
Equations (3.1) and (3.2) play a role in converting continues functions back to discrete images. 
4. ERROR BOUNDS OF GREYNESS UNDER T AND T-%! 
Note that error analysis for the algorithms given in Sections 2 and 3 are not exactly the same 
as the numerical integration in [13,14], because a different smoothness of the integrand occurs in 
different local regions due to piecewise spline integration and approximation. We will explore the 
advanced discrete algorithms using piecewise spline functions with p = 2,3 to lead to the high 
convergence rates, O(l/N3) and O(l/N4). I n S t’ ec ion 4.1, we give some necessary notations and 
preliminary lemmas without proofs. In Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we shall derive new error bounds 
for image pixel greyness under T and T-IT. 
4.1. Notations and Preliminary Lemmas 
Choose the even division number iV = Np = 28, p = 1,2,. . . , for using Simpson’s rule. Let @ij 
be given, we then perform the following cycle transformation by CIIM consisting of Steps l-3 
and 6-8 in Figure 1. 
When the restored greyness &$ under T-lT has been obtained, we can compute the mean 
sequential errors 
(4.2) 
where I max( l%‘cNp) ) is the total number of nonempty pixels lV~J~p’ defined by 
ImaX (ticNp)) = c Nf (l$‘jp’) , (4.3) 
ij 
Since the true original greyness {@ij} is known, we can also compute the mean absolute greyness 
errors 
(44 
Evidently, evaluation of the entire errors in (4.4) is crucial to image distortion that involves both 
the forward and inverse transformations (see Figure 1). 
Define a space C,.+t(S) f f o unc t ions having T + t order continuous derivatives -&$ in S, and 
a space &+t(S) such that 
&+t(S) G q,-l)+(t-l)(s), (4.5) 
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whose functions have r + t order piecewise continuous derivatives $$$ in S. The norm over 
G+t(S) and Q-+t(S) can be defined by [15]. 
I4 
ar+t u 
m,r+t,s = mm 
(s,y)ES zap a I I (4.6) 
Obviously, the interpolatory and approximate functions satisfy 
U~9 Y>, &L(& Y> E D,+,(S), p = 2,3. (4.7) 
Since the mesh resolution H is small but not infinitesimal, we may assume that there exists a 
true greyness function b(z, y), 
b(z,y) E C4+4(% (4.8) 
Also assume ~(5, n), y(J, 7) E C4+4(fl). Then we have $(E, 11) E C4+4(fi), where R and S are the 
image domains of I@ and 8, respectively. 
Let 
(4.9) 
be given, where &,ke is denoted by (2.30). There also exist two different cases of IIt,,, related 
to 01~ as p = 2 and fief, as p = 3. 
CASE A. 
3 (I, J), q i*j#? G QJ, as CL = 2, qj,,, c &J, asp=3. (4.10) 
CASE B. 
We then have 
&<,q) E Cd+4 (I? ij,ke) in Case A or $(c,q) E D,+, (6 ij,/ct) in Case B. (4.12) 
Below, we also say that fiij,ke belongs to Case A or case B if (4.12) occurs. 
The transformation T is said to be regular if the functions z(<,q),~(<,q) E &+2(R) and the 
Jacobian determinant satisfies 
where JO is a bounded constants independent of e, n. Therefore, we can obtain the following 
lemma from [5]. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let T be regular and 
Then the numbers MA and MB of fiij,ke in Cases A and B have the bounds 
N2 
Ma5-p MB<CN, 
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&j = u aj,ke, al?,, = u &e. (4.16) 
ke ke 
Case A Case B
Below, we shall often use C to represent a general bounded constant independent of H and N. 
The following lemma follows from [13,14]. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let p = 2,3, and 
$(& rl) E &+p (@j,kl) , P = 4 Or CL (4.17) 
be given. Simpson’s rule (2.31) has the error bounds 
(4.18) 
We also have the following lemma from [15-171. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let p = 2,3, and b(z, y) E Ca+a(S) be given; then the piecewise biquadratic and 
bicubic spline interpolation functions have the error bounds 
lb@, Y) - &(x, ~11 I C H41%q4+4,s. (4.19) 
Based on Lemmas 4.1-4.3, we can prove the following lemma (see [5]). 
LEMMA 4.4. Let I_L = 2,3 and T be regular. Assume that 
b(GY) E C4/4(S), z(S, rlL YK, 71) E c4+4w (4.20) 
Then the restored greyness under T-l by SIM using iP(x, y) and g@(x, y), and using Simpson’s 
rule has the error bounds 
4.2. Error Bounds of Greyness under T by SIM 
First, we state the intrinsic nature in our proofs. The smoothness of subpixels in Case B is less 
than the smoothness of subpixels in Case A, thus leading to large errors. However, the number 
of Case B is also less that the number of Case A, so that the global effect of Case B on image 
errors just balances to that of Case A, fortunately. It is amazing that although the Simpson rule 
is undergone by ignoring the difference between Case A and Case B, the convergence rates of 
sequential and absolute errors are still optimal, based on carefully evaluating all errors in both 
Case A and Case B in this section. 
Let @‘ij be given, then the greyness 81~ can be evaluated from Section 3. For simplicity, we do 




where I max(ZcNp)) = CrJ Nf(gJ?)). 
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We can prove Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 by following similar arguments in proofs of Theorems 4.3 
and 4.4 in the next section. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let T be regular, @ij be given, and 
b(G Y)7 <(? Y)? 42, Y) E C4+4(S)* (4.24) 





Case A Case B 
and fiIJ,k[ in Cases A and B can be defined similarly in Section 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.2. Then the greyness under T by SIM using $,,, and & (p = 2,3) and using 
Simpson’s rule has the error bounds 
A,?+v)(B) 5 C ~1 
For the sphne interpolation $,(c, n), the true greyness errors have the bounds 
E(N)(B) 5 
~21%o,2+2,S + ~41ho,4+4,n + g 
( ) 
4 
where the constants 
Num (B(Np) - B) 
a!1 = 
Num (B(NP) _ B(NP-I)) 
cr2 = 
The number of different greyness is given by 
Num (B - I?) = c Diff (& - Bij) , Diff (B1 - B2) = 
ij 





COROLLARY 4.1. Let all conditions in Theorem 4.2 hold and cq and CY~ be bounded. Then when 
N -+ co, 
Also, if using the interpolation functions &,(S, n), 
E(N)(B) = 0 (H2) + 0 
and if using the spline approximation 6, (5, Q), 
EcN)(B) = O(1) +0 
p = 2,3. (4.31) 
7 P = 273, (4.32) 
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4.3. Error Bounds for Greyness under T-lT by CIIM 
In this section, we shall derive in detail, error bounds of greyness errors in &zj of (4.1) under 
T-lT. First, let us prove two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let &(x, y) and &(z, y) are the spline interpolatory functions in Section 3. There 
exist the bounds 
ms=lbP(z,y)l < C~~IB~JI. (4.34) 
PROOF. Equation (4.34) holds true at the corner points (I, J) of 01~ since &,(IH, JH) = B~J. 
Next, consider (x, y) E q IJ in order to prove equation (4.34). Based on (2.9) and (2.12), it 
suffices to prove the following bounds: 
(4.35) 
(4.36) 
We only derive (4.35); other proofs are similar. Let pIJ at point (lo, Jo) be maximal, i.e., 
k’IJi 5 ho Joi 7 v (I, J). (4.37) 
It follows from (2.15), 
Therefore. 
(4.39) 
where C, = 2 and C’s = 3 from (2.16). Combining (4.37) and (4.38) yields (4.35). This completes 
the proof of Lemma 4.5. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let 4 and $* be the interpolation functions based on BIJ and BIJ, respectively, 
which are defined similarly in Section 2.2. Then there exist the bounds 
&ij-&t <CIIII~BIJ--BIJ~, (4.40) 
where 
(4.41) 
where &c, 17) = b(s, y) = &(x7 Y) Or &(T Y). 
PROOF. We have from (4.41), 
For the interpolation iP(zc, y), we obtain from Lemma 4.5, 
For the spline approximation bP(z, y), 
(4.43) 
(4.44) 
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Hence, equation (4.40) holds true. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.6. 
Let the function b* (zr, y) be formed by b* (IH, JH) = BIJ such that 
$*(&rl) = b*(GY) E C4+4(S). 
We then have the following theorem. 
(4.45) 
THEOREM 4.3. Let T be regular, @ij be given, and (4.24) and (4.45) hold. Then the greyness 
under T-IT by CIIM using piecewise spline interpolation and approximation, as well as using 
Simpson’s rule has the error bounds 
L@) (4’) I Cm [(a>” ,6*,00,4+4,n + y$ (3” ,#*l,,,+,,,a} > (4.46) 
where CQ = Num(& *(NV) _ &*(NP-l))/Imm(T/lr* (No)). 
PROOF. We have from (4.2) and Lemma 4.4, 
AEtNp) (6) = c 
’ 
&Ij (N*) _ 6; (h-1) 1 
ij Imax (IV* tNp)) 
where fi = Uij q ij and afi = Uij BQj. The desired result (4.46) is obtained from 
(4.47) 
(4.48) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.3. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let T be regular, @ij be given, and (4.24) and (4.45) hold. Then the greyness 
under T-'T by CIIM using piecewise sphe interpolation and using Simpson’s rule has the error 
bounds 
EcN) (4') < Ca4 {H2,&,2+2$ + f-f4,&q4+4,S 
~=2,3, 
where CYY~ = Num(5 * (NP) - Q)/Imax(l;ir* (NV)). 
Table 1. Pixel and greyness errors under T by SIM and under T-‘T by CIIM for 
the piecewise biquadratic and bicubic interpolation. 
(4.49) 























Figure 2. A binary image. 
Table 2. Pixel and greynees errors under T by SIM and under T-‘T by CIIM for 
the piecewise biquadratic’and bicubic B-spline approximation (p = 2,3). 
2 I I I II I I II 6 0.441743 
4 1114 0 0 0 0.3864* 1O-3 0 1 1 0.001456 6 0.442867 
I,. = .3 8 1114 0 0 0 0.2342 * 1O-4 0 0 0 0.7419 * 1O-4 6 0.442922 
Table 3. A comparison of Pixel and greyness errors under T by SIM and under T-‘T 
by CIIM for different interpolations and approximations when N = 8. 
Int. 
Sequential Error Sequential Error Absolute Error 
p Imax AI1 AI2 AI, AE AIi AI, AIs AE AI1 E 
0 934 0 11 40 0.01850 0 4 23 0.03885 0 0.2170 
1 1042 0 1 1 0.001557 0 2 1 0.003897 1 0.3224 
2 1 984 1 0 ( 0 1 0 1 0.2056* 1O-3 1, 0 1 0 1 1 1 0.7168* 1O-3 1 0 1 0.1969 
3 1 986 1 0 1 0 t 0 1 0.6863* 1O-4 1 0 I 0 1 1 I 0.2869* 1O-3 I 0 I 0.1893 
APP. 2 1113 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0.9972*10-4 0 0 0 1 0.2670 * 1O-3 6 I 0.3930 
3 I 1114 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0.2342* 1O-4 I 0 I 0 1 0 I 0.7419* 1O-4 I 6 I 0.4429 
PROOF. We have 
The functions r$ and @ in (4.41) are the piecewise interpolation and approximate functions based 
on BIJ and BIJ. The latter is obtained from SIM in Section 3. By noting @$ defined by (2.3), 





I I I > I I > 
4 8 16 N 4 8 N 
Figure 3. Error curves of AE for greyness under T by $IM and under T-‘T by CIIM 










4 8 16 N 
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Figure 4. Error curves of AE for greyness under T by SIM and under T-‘T by CIIM 
when using B-spline approximation (CL = 2,3). 
and 
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Figure 5. Error curves of AE for greyness under T-‘T by CIIM using piecewise 
interpolatory polynomials (p = 0, 1,2,3). 
Based on Lemma 4.6 and Theorem 4.1, the following bounds hold true. 
(4.53) 
Also from Lemma 4.4, we obtain the bounds, 
Moreover, the absolute greyness errors follow from (4.4) and (4.50), 
Substituting equations (4.51)-(4.54) into (4.55), and applying the arguments in (4.48) will yield 
the desired result (4.49). This completes the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let all conditions in Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 hold, and a3 and a4 be bounded. 
Then when N + 00, the sequential greyness errors by CIIM using both interpolation and ap 
proximation have the asymptotes 
AE(N) (4’) =C [j&i), ,u = 2,3, (4.56) 
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Figure 6. As N = 2. 
Moreover, the absolute greyness errors by CUM using the spline interpolation have 
E@‘) d * = o (Hi) + o 0 P = 273, 
and the absolute greyness errors by CUM using the spline approximation have 
E(N) 4 * 0 CL = 2,3. 
(4.57) 
(4.58) 
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Figure 7. Images under T by SIM and under T-lT by CIIM when using the bi- 
quadratic spline interpolation p = 2 as N = 4. 
Since the terms 0(H2) and O(1) in (4.49) and (4.58) can never diminish even when N -+ 00, 
the division number N should be chosen to balance these errors in practical applications. 
5. NUMERICAL AND GRAPHICAL EXPERIMENTS 
Consider a biquadratic transformation T : (5, q) + (z, y), where E(<,Q) and (J,n) are given 
in [5]. A standard binary image W is given in Figure 2. We use the following converted relations: 
1, if Wij = ‘*‘, 1, if 21~ = ‘*‘, 
Qij = BIJ = (5-l) 
0, if Wij = ‘ ‘, 0, if ZrJ = ‘ ‘, 
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Wij = I if 4 <Qij < f, ZIJ = ‘ 7 * , if 0.1 I @ij < t, 










> if BIJ < 0.1. 
(5.2) 
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Figure 9. Images under T by SIM and under T-‘T by CIIM when using the bicubic 
spline interpolation /A = 3 ss N = 4. 
We also define the pixel errors 
where 
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Figure 10. As N = 2. 
the pixels G1 = ‘*‘, Gz = I+‘, and Gs = ‘.‘. We can compute the absolute pixel errors 
(5.6) 
The greyness of pixels under T and T-‘T are conducted by SIM and CIIM; the pixel and 
greyness errors are listed in Tables 1 and 2. We have depicted the error curve of the sequential 
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Figure 11. Images under T by SIM and under T-‘T by CIIM when using the 
biquadratic B-spline approximation p = 2 as N = 4. 
error AE in Figures 3 and 4. It can be seen clearly that 
CL = 293, (5.7) 
for SIM and CIIM. Equations (5.7) perfectly verify the analysis of convergence rates for the 
sequential greyness errors in Section 4. Table 3 collects the results at N = 8 by CIIM for images 
under T and T-‘T, where the results with ~1 = 0,l are cited from [3]. The sequential errors of 
pixels and greyness diminish significantly when p increases! Also the sequential errors of pixels 
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Figure 12. As Ii = 2. 
and greyness with p = 2,3 are much smaller than those with ~1 = 0,l. High rates of convergence 
for the sequential greyness are very desirable in the image transformations where accuracy of 
images is important. For spline interpolation functions, there exist the inequalities of absolute 
errors 
q/A=3 < qp=2 < Jq,=O,l. (5.3) 
Let us compare spline approximations with spline interpolations. The sequential greyness 
errors are smaller, but the absolute greyness errors are larger and, however, the images are 
smoother, illustrated in Figures 6-13. When N is large, the absolute pixel errors 11 = 0 for 
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Figure 13. Images under T by SIM and under T-‘T by CIIM when using the bicubic 
B-spline approximation p = 3 as N = 4. 
spline interpolation, but 11 = 6 for spline approximation. Furthermore, the absolute errors E 
remain constant as N is large, thus to coincide with the analysis of absolute greyness errors in 
Section 4. 
The above examples are all binary images. We now apply CIIM with spline interpolation 
and approximation to real images of 256 x 256 pixels of 256 grayness levels. Choosing iV = 2, 
the computer images under transformations are produced and illustrated in Figures 14-18. The 
original and restored girl-images are shown on the left and right sides of the top in the figures, 
252 
Figure 14. The girl-images of 256 x 256 pixels with 256 greyness levels under T-‘2’ 
by CIIM when using the biquadratic spiine interpolation p = 2 as N = 2. 
Figure 15. The girl-images of 256 x 256 pixels with 256 greyness levels under T-‘T 
by CIIM when using the bicubic spline interpolation p = 3 as N = 2. 
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Figure 16. The girl-images of 256 x 256 pixels with 256 greyness levels under T-lT 
by CIIM when using the biquadratic B-spline approximation ,LA = 2 as N = 2. 
Figure 17. The girl-images of 256 x 256 pixels with 256 greyness levels under the 
cycle version T-lT by CIIM when using the bicubic B-spline approximation /A = 3 
asN=2. 
254 
Figure 18. The girl-images of 256 x 256 pixels with 256 greyness levels under T-‘T 
by CIIM when using the bicubic spline interpolation p = 3 as N = 2 for the perspec- 
tive transformation. 
respectively. For the spline integration as CL = 2,3, the girl-images are shown in Figures 14 
and 15. Compared with the images by CIIM as N = 4, the distorted images of Figures 14 and 15 
as I_L = 2 and p = 3 have the average levels 0.73 and 0.11 of sequential errors, respectively, 
As to the restored image of Figures 14 and 15, the sequential pixel errors are 0.18 and 0.16 
levels, respectively. The absolute pixel errors are only 8.8 and 8.5, respectively, which are very 
small, indeed, in 256 levels counted. For Figures 16 and 17, using the spline approximation as 
p = 2 and p = 3, th e is or e images have 13.7 and 11.3 greyness levels of absolute errors, d t t d 
respectively. Note that the discrepancy between the original and restored images is insignificant. 
Hence, the discrete techniques in this paper are imperative to achieve high accuracy of distortion 
and normalization for images transformation. 
An important application of nonlinear transformation is for the perspective transformation of 
images. Let the original image be wrapped along a cylinder in 3D, and then be photographed 
from a certain angle, thus to lead to a 2D picture. This is a perspective transformation from 2D 
to 2D. The distorted and restored images under such a nonlinear transformation are provided in 
Figure 18; details appear elsewhere. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
To close this paper, let us address the novelties as concluding remarks. 
I. 
II. 
The new combined algorithms using spline functions are proposed to gain 0(l/N3) and 
0(l/N4) of sequential greyness errors, to facilitate image transformations T, T-l and 
T-lT, in particular, those with multigreyness-levels (e.g., 256 levels) and those in three 
dimensions. The real images given of 256 x 256 with 256 greyness levels under transfor- 
mation show significance of the new algorithms in this paper. Besides, many interesting 
applications of our discrete algorithms can be found in [S]. 
The splitting-integrating method using spline functions was proposed to perform the in- 
verse transformation in [5], and is now extended to T and T-lT. The novelty of analysis 
of this paper lies in evaluation on greyness errors at the conjunction from T to T-l given 
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in Lemma 4.6, and in accumulation of errors in all steps shown in (4.50). Besides, the 
errors bounds in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 are new. 
III. In the combined algorithms, solutions of two nonlinear equations may be needed, if only 
functions (1.2) are ,given explicitly. Usually, five to seven iterations may reduce the itera- 
tion errors down to (1/2)10m6 by the Newton iteration method (see [3,18]). We may also 
reduce number of solving the nonlinear equations only at the pixel points (I, J) and (i, j), 
based on the methods in [3]. 
IV. High convergence rates are, of course, based on assumption of high smoothness of grey- 
ness functions. Such an assumption is acceptable because the image resolution H is not 
infinitesimal in actual pictures and photos. A new algorithm given in [4] has been de- 
veloped without this assumption, by means of ideas in wavelets. Unfortunately, only the 
convergence rates 0(l/N2) can be obtained. 
V. By ideas in (1.4)) numerical methods can be easily applied to image transformation, one 
area of computer science. Since image greyness is regarded as a kind of 2D integral, the 
function interpolations and the numerical integrations may be employed to conduct image 
transformation. Although piecewise polynomials used as integrands have less smooth- 
ness along interpolatory interfaces, the optimal convergence rates still maintain, based on 
evaluation of all kinds of errors occurring. 
VI. This paper is, indeed, of numerical analysis if the terminologies, “pixel” and “greyness” 
(or “greyness value”) are translated by “point” and “value”. Consequently, this paper 
also illustrates an excellent example for numerical methods effectively to apply to discrete 
topics. Moreover, compared to [7-111, the methodology studying with discrete images is 
intriguing in employing continuous treatments. A number of amazing results have been 
obtained in [l-6], since we may simply use the existing numerical methods, or develop 
new numerical techniques if necessary. 
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